Assignment 0

Due on 2020-01-27, 23:59 IST.

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Assignment 0 is only for practice and it will not be considered for evaluation.

1) Among the given options, identify the most significant literary movement of early twentieth century
   • Romanticism
   • Modernism
   • Postmodernism
   • Volunteers

   Accepted Answers: Modernism

2) The short story "The Postmaster" by Tagore is set in
   • Post-independence Bengal
   • Indo-Pak border
   • Victorian England
   • Colonial Bengal

   Accepted Answers: Colonial Bengal

3) "The Second World War" is a short story that critiques
   • The Partition of India
   • Martial law
   • English bureaucracy

   Accepted Answers: English bureaucracy

4) Which of the following texts has the fictional character Molly Brown?
   • "Miss Daltry"
   • "Mr. Daltry"
   • "The Wreck"
   • "The Fly"

   Accepted Answers: "Miss Daltry"

5) Elbert's poem which features Phulbick is largely set in
   • The metropolis
   • An imaginary world
   • The metropolis
   • The forest

   Accepted Answers: "The metropolis"

6) Which of the following texts is also identified as a precursor of Postmodernism?
   • "The Fly"
   • "Half of Darkness"
   • "Utopia"
   • "Dissent"

   Accepted Answers: "The Fly"

7) Modernist literature could be considered as a response to
   • The abolition of slavery
   • The First World War
   • The Hundred Years War
   • Darwin's theory

   Accepted Answers: Darwin's theory

8) _____ is one of the techniques experimented with in Modernist literary writings.
   • Surrealism
   • Black vision
   • Graphic writing
   • Review of consciousness

   Accepted Answers: Surrealism

9) "April is the cruellest month" is the opening line of
   • "Miss Daltry"
   • "The Wreck"
   • "Utopia"
   • "The Chessplayers"

   Accepted Answers: "April is the cruellest month"

10) Which of the following texts has the narrator Charles Marlowe?
    • "Heart of Darkness"
    • "Doctor Faustus"
    • "Miss Daltry"
    • "Heart of Darkness"

    Accepted Answers: "Heart of Darkness"